The Automatic Rail Switch/Frog Performance Solution

SWITCHENHANCER™

Automatic railroad switch lubrication 24/7.
Loram SWITCHENHANCER™ lubricates all critical surfaces: switch plates, switch points, the mating surfaces, the top of switch rails, and stock rails. This ensures that the railroad switch operates regularly by properly opening and closing without any manual intervention.

How it Works.
Manual railroad switch lubrication is now a pain of the past, regardless of weather conditions, remote locations, or high-volume main line usage. SWITCHENHANCER™ is completely customizable and adaptable for the unique conditions of each individual railroad switch.

Simply assign how much friction modifier to deliver to the railroad switch and how often. SWITCHENHANCER™ automatically applies friction modifier at the customized intervals. Railroad switch MOW lubrication costs are reduced dramatically, to merely keeping the SWITCHENHANCER™ friction modifier tank filled.

Benefits.
- Reduces lateral force
- Reduces switch damage and switch repair
- Reduces load on switch machine
- Lubricates both rails at the same time
- Supports railroad switches in remote locations that are time-consuming for MOW personnel to reach.

Safe, Clean, and Easy to Maintain.
SWITCHENHANCER™ friction modifier is a clear, environmentally clean fluid that won’t build up and leave a mess. It’s not affected by rain or ice and keeps switches lubricated down to minus 40º.

SWITCHENHANCER™’s reliable design requires very little maintenance. Because of its precision dispensing of fluid, one tankful will last longer than most others in the industry.

Reliable Service and Support.
With more than 30 years of helping railroads extend rail life through rail grinding, Loram has now added the most advanced friction modification systems in the industry to our product offerings. Extend the life of your rail assets, select Loram’s Maintenance of Way Products.

For more information visit www.loram.com or call your local Loram Regional Manager.
SE1000 is totally automatic
One tankful lasts longer than most others in the industry
Easy installation and low maintenance
Covers the point, top-of-rail, and rods - even benefits the frog
Improves switch life up to three times
MicroJet® technology
Reduces load on switch machine
Environmentally clean fluid which repels water and ice
Multiple units on adjacent switches can improve rolling in flat yards

Subject to change